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After buying a Jacuzzi, Ontario homeowners typically invite friends over to break it in. Whether you
have a small intimate hot tub or a huge with seating for a half a dozen or more of your closest
friends, Jacuzzi hot tubs are vulnerable to all the oils, soaps, lotions, and hair styling products
people regularly slather on their bodies. With this in mind, implementing a "good clean fun" rule can
improve water quality and make maintenance a breeze.

Setting rules for using your portable hot tub isn't as awkward as it may sound, especially if you
communicate the rules in a fun way and make conforming to those rules easy. To keep the mood
light, have a sign made that says something like: Energy efficient hot tub in use. Good clean fun
starts with a quick rinse.

Many homeowners install an outdoor shower next to their hot tubs to make rinsing off as convenient
as possible. Hamilton, Waterloo, and other homeowners in cooler climates may want to spring for
hot water showers. Once installed, ask all guests to shower before entering as this will rinse of
sweat, lotion, oil, and other products that can foul the water.

If an outdoor shower isn't an option, use an inside shower before using the spa. Not comfortable
with that? At the very least, offer a clean visor, baseball cap, or ponytail holder to your guests with
long hair as a courtesy to help them keep their hair dry (and your water clean). The more you can
do to keep the gunk out of your hot tub's water, the better the water quality will be.

Despite your best efforts, some debris is inevitable even for the most meticulous owners of hot tubs.
Kitchener spa owners often come to Jacuzzi Ontario's Kitchener/Waterloo store in search of hot tub
accessories that soak up scum. In addition to cleaning products, our showrooms for hot tubs
(Oakville and other Toronto communities) stock all kinds of accessories that keep the "fun" in your
good clean fun rule including lighted coasters, built-in sound systems, floating water games, towel
racks, and more.
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Whether you're looking for cheap a hot tubs, Waterloo spa showrooms, or accessories, Jacuzzi
Ontario is the place to be. In short, we love hot tubs! Toronto residents have counted on us for
expert advice, the highest quality spas from the finest manufacturers, accessories, and a hot tub
service. Visit a Jacuzzi Ontario showroom today and join the fun!
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